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Abstract—We argue that the abstractions between the layers of the computing stack and
the components of computing systems, especially the HW/SW interface, have to be
rethought to cope with the ever-growing complexity of problem domains and their
manifestations in the underlying computing systems. The divide and conquer approach to
hardware/software with a minimal interface is unable to cope with complexity. Rethinking
the abstractions and interfaces between the application, system, and architecture can
lead to significant benefits in improving performance, efficiency, resilience, security, and
programmability, at the same time.

MOTIVATION

& THE “DIVIDE AND conquer” paradigm has been
used since the beginnings of computing and its
engineering practices. This approach is taught in
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courses in all Computer Science curricula at universities and has remained unchallenged and
unquestioned ever since. The definition of
“divide and conquer” according to the Merriam
Webster dictionary is: “to make a group of people disagree and fight with one another so that
they will not join together against one: ‘His military strategy is to divide and conquer.’” As such,
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this principle is visibly used in our daily design
and engineering practices and is a fundamental
property of virtually all organizational and political systems today.
The main issue and often unexpected and
counter-intuitive result of the “divide and conquer” methodology is that it utterly fails to create the ever increasing complex ultra-large-scale
systems. Furthermore, this methodology is challenged in helping to design and engineer systems
that provide coherent functionality utilizing
often conflicting properties, over time. New technologies including Internet of Things (IoT) sensors and edge devices are now being integrated
into mainstream software systems and systems
engineers aim at “integrating” them into existing
systems following the “divide and conquer”
approach. Naturally, this approach causes many
issues (similar to an attempt to integrate a new
organ into the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)
of the human body, and then manage all communications to provide a neatly integrated systems
thereafter).
The “integration paradigm”—as a direct
result of the “divide and conquer” approach to
engineering—led ultimately to a number of
“patches” in systems engineering over the years.
In the domain of software, several concepts
were introduced to cope with the problems
introduced by the consequences of failed true
integration: Cookies (1994), Java (1995), JavaScript (1995), Web services (1998), and Semantic
Web (1999), just to name a few. In the hardware
domain, the ability to integrate is restricted to
devices obeying well-defined, yet very inexpressive and rigid, interfaces such as the processormemory, processor-storage, and various bus/
channel interfaces to interconnect components
and peripherals.
The “divide and conquer” method has certainly served us well over the past decades.
Many industries, including the Hardware, Networking, Storage, and Software industries have
thrived based on its principles. The “divide and
conquer” principle has been applied on two
dimensions: horizontal and vertical. Vertically,
across layers of the computing stack, and horizontally, across components in a layer, interfaces are created and obeyed so that one layer
(e.g., software) does not need to know much
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about another layer (e.g., hardware) and so that
one component (e.g., the memory chip) does not
need to know much about another component,
thus each layer/component can independently
be optimized and developed. Today, we are
reaching a level of complexity in our systems
(hardware and software), which makes it very
hard for engineers to design, model, program,
maintain, and test with the divide and conquer
approach. Both, the benefits and the downsides
of the “divide and conquer” method are multiple
and we will discuss them in the following paragraphs in some detail.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIVIDE
AND CONQUER PARADIGM
In virtually all areas of engineering, the divide
and conquer method is used in the large as well
as in the small as a method to create specific
algorithms and designs. It is a powerful tool
for solving conceptually difficult problems:
fundamentally, it is a method of breaking the
problem into subproblems, of finally combining
subproblems to solve the original, usually bigger, problem.
Advantages of the “divide and conquer”
method include: enabling distribution of work, by
drawing administrative, organizational, as well
as management and technical separations of
concerns. It allows for lowering the communications and coordination costs during development
and processing; it enables parallelization of a
task across components, assuming the task can
be partitioned into components with minimal
communication. iIt eases the reasoning about
the overall system, including its costs. It
increases the efficiency and productivity of the
systems’ creation; it allowed for complex architectures to be created and maintained.
Disadvantages of the “divide and conquer”
method include: if the work cannot be partitioned
to separate components with little communication, data movement inside the overall system
(Computer Architecture as well as Software)
becomes extensive and causes large bottlenecks;
there is no method to provide a built-in end-to-end
(holistic) management of the overall system for
various different metrics because the components
are by design not holistically designed and
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coordinated; it has massive limitations and issues
in maintaining all Quality of Service (QoS)-type of
guarantees; it renders the overall system hard to
predict and hard to reason about.
An example bottleneck created by divideand-conquer: The Data Movement Wall. One
key disadvantage of divide and conquer leading
to extreme energy inefficiency (and large performance loss) in modern systems is the fact that it
causes large amounts of data movement between
different components that are designed separately from each other. Take, for example, the
simple separation of the processor and memory
from each other, a design choice that has been
prevalent for at least the past 60 years. The processor is considered the master and the memory
is treated as a device whose sole function is to
store data and serve the commands of the processor. As a result, the CPU can only perform any
operation on the data once the data is in brought
into the CPU cache from main memory. The process of moving data from main memory to the
CPU incurs a long latency, and consumes a significant amount of energy. A single memory access
consumes 2-3 orders of magnitude more energy
than a complex addition operation performed in
the processor.15,18 These costs are often exacerbated by the fact that much of the data brought
into the caches is not reused by the CPU,16,18 providing little benefit in return for high latency and
energy cost. Our results show that 62.7% of the
entire system energy in a modern SoC running
key workloads such as web browsing, machine
learning inference (Google Tensorflow), and
video capture and decoding, is spent solely on
data movement!15 In other works, we have demonstrated that by holistically redesigning the processor and memory such that processing can be
done very close to or inside the memory, five key
graph processing workloads can be accelerated
by 13.8X16 and their energy reduced by 8X16 and
key query latencies in databases can be reduced
by as much as 12X17, on average, due to the elimination of large amounts of data movement. Thus,
there could be great benefits in replacing the
divide and conquer methodology for designing
processor vs. memory with a more holistic methodology of designing processor and memory.
We argue that we are at a point in computing
where the complexity of systems we create and
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Figure 1. Abstract examples of the interfaces in the
computing stack: vertical and horizontal.

the energy cost of data movement as well as
the need for energy efficiency is rendering the
“divide and conquer” approach to designing systems extremely inefficient and incapable in providing key end-to-end requirements (such as
predictability, security, latency, QoS; see sidebar
“Higher System Complexity with Humans in the
Loop”). With this in mind, in this paper, we ask
the key questions: How can we create coherent,
scalable, efficient systems that consists of billions of heterogeneous components? Can the
“divide and conquer” method be extended and
engineered in a way so we can still keep it but
make better use of it? Can we enable much more
effective systems that provide larger end-to-end
benefits? We identify the current interfaces
between layers and components as a culprit that
prevents holistic and efficient heterogeneous
designs. These interfaces are very narrow, rigid,
and inexpressive. In this paper, we examine the
“interface expressiveness” problem between
computing layers and components and propose
“holistic interfaces” as a solution direction.

INTERFACE EXPRESSIVENESS: A KEY
ISSUE FOR HOLISTIC DESIGN
A key characteristic of the “divide and conquer” approach lies in the interfaces it creates
across different layers (vertical) and across different components (horizontal), as shown in
Figure 1. These interfaces enable communication
and coordination across layers/components so
that different components can communicate and
synchronize with each other. However, due to
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Higher System Complexity with Humans in the Loop

T

oday, we witness the evolution of a new breed of systems, which are composed of three building blocks:

can say that the IT industry is developing is a copy of our
own “self,” for example, mimicking the Autonomic Nervous

people, software services, and things. In the past, people

System (ANS). However, there are also signiﬁcant differen-

were considered outside the system, interacting with the

ces from the ANS. It is worthwhile noting that all the organs

system, but not a functional building block of the system

are ontologically distinct but operationally harmonized

itself. There was hardly the notion of designing the interfaces

and balanced in the ANS. This situation is worthwhile to rep-

of people-based systems and no attention was given to

licate in the IoT/Cloud/Edge Computing ecosystems.

how exactly one can build mechanisms for machines (soft-

The ANS can be considered a perfect template for

ware/hardware ensembles) and humans to collaborate in
an automated way. Computer Science in general and Soft-

what is currently being built in the IoT/Edge/Cloud Computing ecosystem: The ANS consists of a network of net-

ware Engineering in particular, predominantly focused on

works, connecting organs and nerves via the spine.

the design and engineering of Software (services). More

Sensors are all over the ANS and provide data exchange

recently, since the dawn of cloud computing, the business

functions inside those networks as well as to the brain. The

side of information systems became more relevant as a

analogy to the information systems with IoT sensors (allow-

design issue, i.e., how many resources and when they are

ing the perceptions for the information systems), edge

used and how much they cost are designed as ﬁrs- class

devices, and cloud computing data centers is truly amaz-

entities in information systems. Things, in the sense of the
Internet of Things (IoT), were not even considered for main

ing, but clearly intended. What is important to note in this
context is that the fundamental properties of the ANS and

building blocks of software systems and were considered

its resilience is actually not visible. We can say it is “built-in”,

mainly the domain of electrical engineering projects and

an inherent characteristic of the system itself. Another

certainly not to be tightly integrated with software systems.

important property is that the ANS - or in fact any system

Of course, that changed dramatically with the emergence

such as this - could not be built by merely integrating sub-

of the Internet of Things. IoT sensors of all sorts became of

systems, which were previously engineered. This is, how-

concern for software-intensive projects, e.g., in buildings,

ever, exactly what is being done in our current state-of-the

factories, and even in so called Smart Cities. Other examples include Smart Homes, Smart Governments, eHealth

art in distributed systems and computing in general. We
ﬁrst design and engineer “silos” (often referred to as vertical

networks, and energy networks, just to name a few.

solutions) and then their integration is being addressed

If we observe closely, we can say that the ﬁeld of com-

with simple and minimal interfaces. In the past few deca-

puter science may be, to a ﬁrst order, mimicking the

des this approach worked to an extent. However, it is

human body and brain with all of its developments. This is

becoming more than evident that the level of complexity

true for computer architecture in general but also for soft-

we have reached today in our distributed systems does

ware. The way we may have assumed how the brain oper-

not allow to design, engineer, monitor, test, and execute

ated (perhaps 70+ years ago) still serves as a blueprint for
how the CPU works and is architected today as well as how

and maintain them efﬁciently anymore. To use an analogy
from the human body, it would be as if we had designed

software itself is designed. The IoT sensors are the newest

the kidney and then we move on to integrate it with the

development along those lines, mimicking the human sen-

liver and then with the heart and so on, without providing

sors for their ability to sense their environment and provide

good interfaces and harmony between these different

that data to a computing device, today, typically operat-

components. It should be obvious that this approach can-

ing on the Cloud (i.e., Cloud Data center). Therefore, we

not work successfully in complex ultra-large-scale systems.

the design mentality of the modern divide and
conquer approach, these interfaces are quite
inexpressive and minimal. As a result, such interfaces greatly limit the building of a holistic system from different components and lead to a
profound inability to construct systems that can
provide holistic performance, reliability, security, QoS, energy, predictability guarantees, and a
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profound difficulty in managing the underlying
heterogeneous components (in both software
and hardware).
Examples of inexpressive and limited interfaces abound in the computing systems we design
today, across layers (vertical) and across components (horizontal), including the following
(which are loosely depicted in Figure 1):
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1. The hardware/software interface (i.e., the
instruction set architecture), which is mostly
limited to the expression of instructions and
data locations in terms of memory and register addresses.8
2. The processor/memory interface, which is
mostly limited to primitive read/write/refresh
commands, addresses, and simple data communication protocols.18
3. The processor/storage interface, which is
mostly limited to read/write-based communication protocols.
4. The system software/microarchitecture interface, which is mostly limited to very specialized instructions and memory addresses.
5. The programmer/language interface, which
is mostly limited to low-level constructs
defined in programming languages (e.g., data
structures, control flow constructs), but
unable to convey programmer’s intent, goals,
and problem constraints.
Take, for example, a key cross-layer interface,
the hardware/software interface (see Figure 2),
which creates a boundary between two major
layers of computing, the hardware and the software, enabling each to develop and be optimized
in a “divide and conquer” manner. If this interface
does not enable enough quality communication
and creates a bottleneck (because it is not expressive enough, as shown in Figure 2), the hardware
would not have enough information about what
the program is doing. The hardware could try to
re-construct the high-level information that is
available in software but gets lost through the
interface. This, however, causes great complexity,
cost, and energy inefficiency while providing questionable benefit in many workloads.8–10 The
extremely valuable information available at the
software level is wasted as it is not communicated
to the hardware. We will get back to the HW/SW
interface again, since it forms a huge bottleneck
that fundamentally affects all our computing systems and their properties today.
Take, as a key example of a component-level
interface, the processor/memory interface (or the
memory-controller/memory interface), which
creates a boundary between two major components of computing and enabling each component
to be developed and optimized in a “divide and
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Figure 2. Software/Hardware Interface as a
bottleneck.

conquer” manner. In modern systems, this interface is minimal: the processor can simply issue
basic commands (read, write, refresh, wait, etc.)
and addresses to memory and memory simply
responds with data. This results in a dumb memory device, which is incapable of doing anything
other than storing data. As a result, a significant
amount of data movement ensues because memory can do nothing else to the data but send it to
(or receive it from) the processor. This data movement causes great energy inefficiency and performance loss, as we discussed above (under the
Data Movement Wall). Similarly, because the memory cannot communicate its physical characteristics and structure to the processor/memorycontroller, the processor treats memory essentially as a black box and applies worst-case-driven
policies to it.11–13 For example, every memory cell
is refreshed every 64 ms in modern DRAM, even
though an overwhelming majority of cells do not
require to be refreshed for 256 ms and even longer.11 In general, most information regarding
energy, performance, resilience, and security (see
the RowHammer problem),12,19 QoS, predictability
(and likely any other key optimization metric) gets
lost due to the extremely limited interface
between the processor and memory. Alternatively, the system becomes too complex to
recover the lost information (via high-cost and
high-complexity techniques) that could otherwise
be simply communicated via a more expressive
interface.18

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE INTERFACE:
A CRITICAL CROSS-LAYER
INTERFACE TO RETHINK
Traditionally, the key interfaces between the
software stack and the architecture (the ISA and
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virtual memory) have been primarily designed to
convey program functionality, ensuring the program is executed as required by software. An
application is converted into ISA instructions
and a series of accesses to virtual memory for
execution in hardware. The application is,
hence, stripped down to the basics of what is
necessary to execute the program correctly, and
the higher level semantics of the program are
lost (see the funnel in Figure 2). For example,
even the simple higher level notion of different
data structures in a program is not available to
the OS or hardware architecture, which deal
only with virtual/physical pages and addresses.
While the higher level semantics may be irrelevant for correct execution, these semantics
could prove very useful to the system for performance, energy, resilience, QoS, privacy, and
security optimizations.
Despite the rapid evolution and advancements at all levels of the computing stack, from
application to hardware, the key abstractions in
the computing stack and the role they play have
largely stayed the same. This leads to an evergrowing disconnect between the levels of the
stack when it comes to conveying higher level
program semantics from the application to the
wide range of system-level and architectural components that aim to improve performance, efficiency, resilience, and security, to name a few.
The cross-layer abstractions are narrow, in terms
of the information conveyed and rigid, in terms of
the roles played by each of the levels. This disconnect has two important implications that
makes achieving many key metrics (e.g.,
programmability, portability, resource efficiency,
resilience, performance, energy efficiency, and
security) significantly challenging:
Implication 1: System/architecture is
unaware of higher level program semantics.
The program is stripped down to the basics of
what is solely required to execute the program
correctly (to the ISA and memory addresses)
and higher level program information is lost (see
Figure 2). Optimizations at the system/hardware
level could be far more effective when driven by
direct knowledge of application behavior and
program semantics, thus enabling the system/
architecture to efficiently adapt to the application characteristics.
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Implication 2: Application/system manages low-level hardware resources with limited visibility and access. The application and
system software need to be aware of low-level
system resources, and manage them appropriately to tune for the optimization metrics. This
causes challenges in programmability, portability, resource efficiency, and other metrics to be
satisfied. The software may not always have visibility into available resources such as available
cache space (e.g., in virtualized environments)
and even if it does, software has little access to
many hardware features that are critical when
optimizing for performance (e.g., caching policies, memory mapping).
The implications of this disconnect
are only growing: Trends in domain-specific
specialization has led to the development
of domain-specific languages, compilers, and
frameworks (e.g., Halide, Pochoir, TensorFlow,
CNTK; see sidebar “Prior Approaches to CrossLayer Communication”); and hardware specialization in the form of accelerators (e.g., GPUs,
FPGAs), specialized memories (e.g., 3-D XPoint,
HBM) and ASICs (e.g., machine learning accelerators). This leads to ever more diversity and
complexity in software and hardware resources,
making them harder than ever to effectively
employ and harness. Similarly, virtualization
of system resources has become pervasive,
where multiple applications are consolidated
on the same platform to enable better efficiency, and applications are flexibly deployed
across a range of platforms depending on cost
constraints and performance requirements
(Cloud computing). This further reduces the visibility the system/architecture has over the
applications that are running on them and
makes static software optimizations far less
effective since the available system resources
may be unknown and constantly changing. The
rise of data-centric computing over increasing
volumes of data places ever more stress on
memory and compute resources and has driven
rapid development and hence, increased complexity, at different levels of the stack to
improve resource efficiency. Increased complexity at each level makes it more challenging for
the system/architecture to infer application
characteristics and vice versa.
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Prior Approaches to Cross-Layer Communication
systems that allow explicit expression of data locality and
independence21–25 in the programming model. This

Hardware-Software Cooperative
Approaches

T

explicit expression enables the programmer and/or run-

he challenges of predicting program behavior and

time system to make effective memory placement deci-

hence the beneﬁts of knowledge from software in

sions in a NUMA system or produce code that is optimized

memory system optimization are well known.1–14 There

to effectively leverage the cache hierarchy. These

have been numerous hardware-software cooperative

approaches are entirely software-based and are hence

techniques proposed in the form of ﬁne-grain hints imple-

limited to using the existing interfaces to the architectural

mented as new ISA instructions (to aid cache replacement, prefetching, etc.),1–7 program annotations or

resources. Furthermore, these systems are speciﬁc to an
application type (e.g., operations on tiles, arrays), and

directives to convey program semantics and programmer

hence can only beneﬁt applications that ﬁt a certain type.

intent,8–10 or hardware-software co-designs for speciﬁc
optimizations.11–14 These approaches, however, have two
signiﬁcant shortcomings. First, they are designed for a spe-
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TOWARDS HOLISTIC INTERFACES
We believe there are some fundamental properties of programs and components that do not
get conveyed across the key interfaces we have
today, including:
-
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Data structure information and semantics
(locality, access pattern, etc.).8,9

-

-

-

Data flow characteristics of programs. Which
component needs which data (and potentially when).
Programmer intent in a given piece of code6
and data.
SLA requirements, QoS, and contracts driven
by the user.
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-

-

-

-

-

Elasticity requirements of the given
components.1-5
User goals and context.7
Key internal characteristics of a given component so that another component or layer
can manage the component much more efficiently, e.g., internal characteristics of a
memory chip exposed to the memory
controller.11–13
Reliability requirements of different data10
and code portions.
Security requirements of different data and
code portions.
Privacy requirements of data and storage
portions.

We elaborate on initial examples of how the
communication of some of the above properties
across various interfaces could be useful in
achieving various goals.

Example 1: Data Structure Information
Today’s interfaces communicate little about
higher level program semantics from software to
underlying layers. Data structure level information is one example. Our recent work, called
Expressive Memory (XMem),8 shows that having
an interface that communicates data structure
access semantics and locality characteristics
from the software to the hardware can enable significant performance benefits by adapting the
management policies in the memory system to
the characteristics and requirements of different
data structures and program portions. XMem
provides (i) a flexible and extensible abstraction,
called an Atom, enabling the application to
express key program semantics in terms of how
the program accesses data and the attributes of
the data itself, and (ii) new cross-layer interfaces
to make the expressed higher level information
available to the underlying OS and architecture.
By providing key information that is otherwise
unavailable, XMem exposes a new, rich view of
the program data to the OS and the different
architectural components that optimize memory
system performance (e.g., caches, memory controllers). XMem enables architectural/systemlevel techniques to leverage key program semantics that are challenging to predict or infer. It also
improves the efficacy and portability of software
optimizations by alleviating the need to tune
code for specific hardware resources (e.g., cache
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Figure 3. Expressing heterogeneous reliability
requirements across the stack.

space). While XMem is designed to enhance and
enable a wide range of memory optimizations,
our recent work8 demonstrates the benefits of
XMem via two concrete use cases: (i) improving
the performance portability of software-based
cache optimization by expressing the semantics
of data locality in the optimization and (ii)
improving the performance of OS-based page
placement in DRAM by leveraging the semantics
of data structures and their access properties.
While extensive future work is needed, we
believe XMem is an initial yet important step in
breaking the inexpressiveness and rigidity in the
cross-layer interfaces between program semantics and system software and hardware. Many
use cases of XMem exist, with significant benefits
in performance, programmability, and resource
efficiency, as demonstrated.8 We hope XMem
encourages future work to explore rearchitecting the traditional interfaces to enable many
other benefits that are not possible today.

Example 2: Reliability Requirements of Data
One key information that could be extremely
helpful in improving system cost, resilience,
complexity, scalability, and security is the reliability/resiliency requirements of different pieces
of data that programs/system deal with. If the
system knows the reliability requirements of
data, it could treat different data in different ways:
for example, reliability-critical data can be allocated in extremely reliable (yet high cost and
low-capacity memory) whereas data that is not
as critical, i.e., data that can tolerate errors, can
be allocated in much lower cost, larger capacity,
less reliable memory (as shown in Figure 3).
Today, such data-level reliability requirements
cannot be communicated via the inexpressive
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and rigid interfaces we have between layers. Yet,
our experience with a variety of data-intensive
workloads (including Microsoft’s production
Web Search workload) shows that communicating the reliability/resiliency/error-tolerance
requirements of different pieces of data from the
software to the operating system and hardware,
and managing heterogeneous-reliability memory
systems using this information, can lead to great
improvements in data center scalability, efficiency, and cost.10 We believe many such opportunities exist in both software and hardware
optimization if the interfaces are enriched with
expressive and flexible information about the
reliability/resiliency requirements and error tolerance of different data items.

Example 3: Programmer Intent
Another key information that is currently not
conveyed across the software/hardware interface
is the intent of the programmer in a given piece of
code. In our earlier work, the Origins Model,7 we
demonstrate an “intent-based programming model” for context-aware applications in large-scale
pervasive systems. In the Origins Model, an origin
is an abstraction of any source of context information. Origins are universal, discoverable, composable, migratable, and replicable components that
are associated with type and meta-information.
They create an adequate foundation for the development of context-aware applications. Based on
them, four processing operations are defined in
the Origins Model: filter, infer, aggregate, and compose. As such, these operations provide a powerful mechanism to express a rich set of processing
schemes in context-aware applications. Based on
the Origins Model, we present the Origins Toolkit—a proof-of-concept implementation developed using the Scala programming language and
the Akka toolkit to provide a distributed, scalable,
and fault-tolerant solution. Similarly, we propose
to use such a mechanism to be utilized for mapping the software requirements and intents of the
programmer to hardware architectures, including
information related to context awareness.
Example 4: Elasticity Requirements
Elasticity is the property of returning to an
initial state or form following deformation.
Today we mimic this property in computer systems to create elasticity primitives that enable
engineers to attach elasticity properties at
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multiple abstraction levels to software services,
ranging from actual programming code and
cloud services to hardware elements such as
FPGAs, core-to-core interfaces, etc. We argue1–5
that elasticity should be engineered in a threedimensional model, trading off between resources, quality, and costs. In this model, the engineer determines the principal rules of how
many and which (1) resources (software services, people) using which (2) quality of input
and output (data, performance, etc.) under
which (3) costs should be possible. Therefore,
it is possible to express many types of elasticity
properties as a function that should be performed only if it has certain cost properties and
has certain data quality inputs and certain data
quality outputs. We developed a whole suite of
tools and methods,1-5 enabling the designer of
the system to specify the elasticity requirements by mapping them to constraints and
selecting a strategy for how to satisfy and
enforce those constraints. We believe such an
approach can be extended through the hardware/software interface and conveyed elasticity
requirements/properties can enable extremely
efficient and flexible management of underlying
hardware systems and components.

MANAGING GROWING (SOFTWARE
AND HARDWARE) COMPLEXITY
As complexity and scale of hardware and software grow and components become increasingly
heterogeneous (at all layers and components),
overall system design, and management complexity increases. We believe that the management of
such complexity and the underlying resources
requires much more expressive and fluid interfaces that can convey information across layers and
components. For example, heterogeneous and continuously changing compute resources (e.g., CPUs,
GPUs, TPUs, FPGAs, specialized ASIC accelerators,
in-memory computation engines, quantum accelerators) and memory resources (multiple types of
DRAM, NVM, Flash memory, many levels of caches
at every component, etc.) are very difficult to
manage and exploit if interfaces are inexpressive
and rigid.
We, therefore, posit that we need expressive
interfaces for heterogeneity management. In fact,
we believe the hardware components will be more
fluid in the future and software will effectively
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allocate and connect the hardware components
needed for its most efficient execution and userlevel and system-level goals. We argue that future
many-core systems should be designed to support
the management of many different metrics (e.g.,
power, performance, reliability, security, energy
efficiency, cost) automatically across competing
or cooperating applications. The users and the
system can specify service-level agreements
(SLAs) for tasks and the runtime system should
automatically exploit the underlying asymmetry
to satisfy SLAs with minimal power/energy consumption. It is our vision that future runtime
systems (with the support of hardware) will automatically decide where to run different tasks (or
program portions) and how to exploit/morph
asymmetric/configurable hardware to maximize
power efficiency while satisfying application
requirements.
To enable this, there needs to be much research
done on questions such as 1) How should asymmetric components be designed to achieve maximum
efficiency? 2) What monitoring should be performed in hardware/software for task characterization, matching to components, and mapping? 3)
How should the system software be designed to
automatically manage resources based on dynamic
demand? 4) What are the interfaces necessary
across layers of the stack and across software or
hardware components that would enable efficient
management of heterogeneity? Given the complexity of these tasks and the need for automatic discovery of task demands, we believe statistical/machine
learning techniques should play an important role
in future systems. Automatic resource management
with hardware/software cooperation will also
enable a system that continuously optimizes itself
by adapting to dynamic changes in operational
environment and workloads.

ROLE OF LEARNING AND
CONTINUOUS SELF-OPTIMIZATION
AND ADAPTATION
We believe learning, training, and inference will
play a key role in managing fluid hardware and software resources. Based on learning, software and
hardware can optimize the overall system architecture (hardware and software) for the “problem”
that is being solved by the system at any given
time, both at the macro-level (user intent, SLAs,
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Figure 4. Dynamic “problem solvers” for Phases 1,
2, 3 of a given “problem”.

programmer intent, etc.) and the micro-level (efficiency of each hardware components). As a very
specialized example from a single, yet extremely
important, hardware component, our research
shows that a memory controller that is designed
using reinforcement learning principles can effectively adapt its control policies to changing workload behavior and system conditions.20 Such a
controller has a much higher performance than a
state-of-the-art controller designed based on heuristics chosen by the hardware designer. Many
other such opportunities exist to “morph” the
hardware resources to continuously changing
workload and system characteristics via learning
and self optimization.

SPECIALIZED “PROBLEM SOLVERS”
FOR HOLISTIC COMPUTING
We argue that the notion of such “problem
solvers” (i.e., connected software/hardware components) that are continuously and dynamically
generated to match the problem, environment,
resources at any given time, is very powerful.
This notion can compose different components
as well as utilize different computing paradigms
with the goal of providing the best-fit system
(softwareþhardware) that satisfies the high-level
goals and requirements conveyed by a rich,
expressive interface. The interfaces between
layers/components and learning mechanisms to
compose hardware/software components into
specialized “problem solvers,” both of which we
extensively discussed before, are critical challenges (and opportunities). Such specialization
can, perhaps ironically, lead to a more holistic
way of designing computing systems and solving
problems. Figure 4 depicts an example system
cycling through different phases of “problem
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solvers” and morphing both the hardware and
software components to match the system/user
goals/intent at any given phase.

5. A. Gambi, W. Hummer, H. Linh Truong, and
S. Dustdar, “Testing elastic computing systems,”
IEEE Internet Comput., vol. 17, no. 6, pp. 76–82,
Nov./Dec. 2013.

CONCLUSION
We argue that we are at a point in computing
where the increasing complexity of systems we
create and the energy cost of data movement as
well as the need for energy efficiency are concurrently rendering the “divide and conquer”
approach to designing systems extremely inefficient and incapable in providing key end-to-end
requirements (e.g., energy, performance, predictability, security, latency, and QoS). We provided
evidence that the existing interfaces between
layers of the computing stack and between different computing components are very limiting due
to their inexpressiveness and rigidity. We argue
for a new design approach that enables “holistic
interfaces” across computing layers and components. Through examples, we show that even simple incarnations of rethinking the abstractions and
interfaces between the application, system, architecture, and hardware components can provide
significant benefits in improving performance, efficiency, resilience, security, and programmability.
We hope that future work builds on this new
“holistic interfaces” approach to enable novel
ultra-scalable heterogeneous systems with strong
end-to-end guarantees and high efficiency.
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